EXHIBIT A

WOOD FRAME CHAIR:

A. (150) TOTAL PIECES SPILT IN TWO SETS OF MATERIAL AS DESCRIBED BELOW;

B. ALL PIECES TO HAVE NEW SEAT FOAM CUSHIONS HR-40 X 5" DEEP, DACRON WRAP;

C. (75) PIECES: MATERIAL FOR SEAT CUSHION: "GMF" ZANZIBAR, COLOR: LUGGAGE; MATERIAL FOR FRAME AND BACK CUSHION: "KNOLL" TREBLE CR, COLOR: CANDENCE;

D. (75) PIECES: MATERIAL FOR SEAT CUSHION: "GMF" ZANZIBAR, COLOR: MERLOT; MATERIAL FOR FRAME AND BACK CUSHION: "ARCOM" TRIO, COLOR: POMEGRANATE #6;

E. FABRIC REPEAT MUST ALIGN AND MATCH AS INDICATED ON EXISTING PATTERN;

F. REFINISH WOOD FRAMES TO GIVE AS NEW APPEARANCE;

G. UNLV WILL PROVIDE FABRIC.
EXHIBIT A
WOOD FRAME CHAIRS FABRICS

**FRAME AND BACK**

- **Manufacturer:** Arc Com
- **Pattern:** Trio
- **Color:** Pomegranate
- **Width:** 54"
- **Repeat:** 3 1/2" horizontal; 11" vertical

- **Manufacturer:** GMF
- **Pattern:** Zanzibar
- **Color:** Merlot
- **Width:** 54"

**SEAT**

- **Manufacturer:** Knoll
- **Pattern:** Treble CR
- **Color:** Cadence
- **Width:** 54"
- **Repeat:** 6 3/4" horizontal; 3 1/4" vertical

- **Manufacturer:** GMF
- **Pattern:** Zanzibar
- **Color:** Luggage
- **Width:** 54"
EXHIBIT B

TASK CHAIR:

A. (399) TOTAL PIECES;

B. REPLACE WITH NEW FOAM TO MATCH EXISTING, DACRON WRAP;

C. MATERIAL: "GMF" GALAPAGOS, COLOR: CHILI;

D. UNLV WILL PROVIDE FABRIC.
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FABRIC

Manufacturer: GMF
Pattern: Galapagos
Color: Chili
Width: 54"
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